Abstract-Financial forecasting is an estimation of future financial outcomes for a company, industry, country using historical internal accounting and sales data. We may predict the future outcome of BSE_SENSEX practically by some soft computing techniques and can also optimized using PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization), EA (Evolutionary Algorithm) or DEA (Differential Evolutionary Algorithm) etc. PSO is a biologically inspired computational search & optimization method developed in 1995 by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy based on the social behaviors of fish schooling or birds flocking. PSO is a promising method to train Artificial Neural Network (ANN). It is easy to implement then Genetic Algorithm except few parameters are adjusted. PSO is a random & pattern search technique based on populating of particle. In PSO, the particles are having some position and velocity in the search space. Two terms are used in PSO one is Local Best and another one is Global Best. To optimize problems that are like Irregular, Noisy, Change over time, Static etc. PSO uses a classic optimization method such as Gradient Decent & Quasi-Newton Methods. The observation and review of few related studies in the last few years, focusing on function of PSO, modification of PSO and operation that have implemented using PSO like function optimization, ANN Training & Fuzzy Control etc. Differential Evolution is an efficient EA technique for optimization of numerical problems, financial problems etc. PSO technique is introduced due to the swarming behavior of animals which is the collective behavior of similar size that aggregates together.
INTRODUCTION
As we have studied that the forecasting is the important role play in the market or big challenge in the current market, forecasting is the term which can be applied in the field of Banking, Finance, Company or Industry for their future outcome prediction with respect to the past historical analysis. So there are so many concepts the industry or company are using for their forecasting purpose. But we have chosen a best concept for our forecasting purpose namely Soft Computing and mainly this concept also using by the industry or company from last hundreds of years back. And the details soft computing technique that we are using for our research purpose will be discuss in Section II, namely Neural Network & optimization technique for getting better result after optimization is Particle Swarm Optimization and many more.
We describe the basic approach to forecast the financial data [1] [10] using Dataset (as a historical data for forecasting of future outcome), Neural Network (as a learning paradigm), and Particle Swarm Optimization (for optimization purpose). We will also describe about the different technique for choosing the Inputs, Outputs and calculation of Errors by using transfer function.
II. METHODOLOGY
The technical details of forecasting the sensex data is to be carried out as follows:
Step-1. Take the Historical Data [11] . Table 1 Sample of BSE_SENSEX Data
BSE_SENSEX DATA_MONTHLY
Step-2. Convert unstructured data into structured data or Normalize data [12] .
Normalization can be done by any one of the following technique:
where, Y is the current position Max is the Maximum value of column Min is the Minimum value of column High is the higher value of chosen range Low is the lower value of chosen range
Step-3. Input the normalized data into the Neural Network.
Fig.1 Neural Network
Step-4. Selection of best optimization technique like PSO, ACO for selection of neural Network [2] .
Fig.2 PSO for NN Selection
Step-5. Forecast the future outcomes by using best one Neural Network which is selected through optimization technique in Step-4.
III. FINANCIAL FORECASTING
There are so many papers are there where they are dealing with financial market forecasting. Many of them are using soft computing techniques like Neural Network [12] , Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System [3] , Genetic Algorithm [4] , Particle Swarm Optimization [5] , Ant Colony Optimization, Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization and many more. But as per human being knowledge is impossible to correctly predict the exact market value. Therefore, researcher or author has used complicated method or so many methods to minimize the forecasting error. Instead of finding the exact one to find the predicted one value we have proposed here a method or technique which will minimize the error and predict the future outcome of the finance market.
Some real time forecasting is used for the forecasting purpose are as follows:
Out of these four methods Bayesian method is the best one for the forecasting for our research work. Because this method especially depends upon the historical data or scenario before it becomes predict the future outcome.
where, P(A) is the probability of A occurring P(B) is the probability of B occurring P(A|B) is the conditional probability of A given that B occurs. P(B|A) is the conditional probability of B given that A occurs.
IV. NEURAL NETWORK
The Neural Network concept has been first introduced by Warren McCulloch & Walter pitts around 1943 based on the mathematics and algorithm [12] . And the Learning process has been introduced around 1948 by Donald Hebb.
A. Feed-foreward networks
Feed foreward networks are refers to the straight foreward networks which is associated with input to the output only. There is no feed back path to the same layer that's output of any layer does not effect to the same layer. 
D. Learning process
Learning is the process for determination of the weight. This can be applicable only for the Adoptive networks only, because in adoptive network able to change the weight but is not possible in fixed networks (her weight is fixed). As per the adoptive network the learning process can be divided into two type namely supervised learning & unsupervised learning. Priority is going to the supervised learning because is a offline but unsupervised is performed in online.
E. Transfer Function
Transfer function is used to identify the behavior of a Neural Network which is normally used in between hidden layer to the output unit or layer. This function falls in one of the following three ways namely, linear unit, threshold, sigmoid.
F. Back propagation algorithm
Training is required for the neural network to perform some task. So the back propagation algorithm is the best one technique or algorithm we must adjust the weight of each unit in such a way that the error between the desired output and actual output is reduced.
V. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a Meta heuristic technique originally designed to solve non-linear continuous optimization problems which is introduced by Kennedy & Eberhart. Later on PSO is used as swarm movement and intelligence purpose [6] [7] [8] . The terms which are related to PSO are Position, Velocity, Multi dimensional space and Operator etc. In PSO basic operations are:  Neighborhood particle association with each particle.  Each particle knows the fitness of neighborhood particle.  And the best fitness function is used to find the velocity of particles.
A. PSO Algorithm
Step-1: Initialize the population size (Number of particle)
Step-2: Evaluate the objective function
Step-3: Initialize the velocity of particle.
Step-4: Find the Pbest & Gbest.
Step-5: Find the new position of particle and velocity
Step-6: Repeat step-2 to step-5 till iteration ends or condition satisfied.
B. Basic Flow
Step-1: Initialize the swarm by randomly assigning initial velocity and a position to each particle in each dimension.
Step-2: Evaluate the desired fitness function for each particle's position to be optimized.
Step-3: For each individual particle, update its historically best position P i , if its current position is better than its historically best one.
Step-4: Update the swarm's global best particle, and reset its index as g and its position at p g. Step-5: Update the velocities of particles.
Step-6: Update each particle position.
Step-7: Repeat step 2-6 until stopping criteria satisfied. Update the velocity weight = + Where, is the current position of particle.
is velocity of particle  Local or Personal Best (P best ): This is the each individual best of each particle that we have considered.  Global Best (G best ): Global best is the minimum or maximum among all the particles according to the local best value of particles.  Velocity: Velocity is calculated for finding the new position of particle [9] .
Where, i is particle index to identify particle t is Iteration Number  Objective/Fitness function: Fitness function helps us to periodically update the personal best and global best of the particle. Fitness functions are used as a performance test problem for optimization algorithm (preferably, in NN). The fitness functions are generally in non-negative.
VI. PROPOSED SOLUTION
As we are working in the area of financial forecasting by using soft computing techniques.. So we have to select best one soft computing technique to find the forecasted result one. So following are the steps for our proposed model:
 Initialize each particle by a uniform NN  Use PSO for finding of Global best one particle and that global best particle one becomes the best one NN.  By using this best one NN we forecasted our BSE_SENSEX data.  For our proposed method or solution we have considered two algorithm namely Initialization of NN to each particle & finding Global best NN for forecasting.
The algorithm we named as PSO-Gbest-NN, where we are able to forecast or predict the future outcomes of BSE_SENSEX (we have considered). From Jan 15 to Apr 15. 
Algorithm-1 (Initialize)

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As we have studied that the forecasting of BSE_SENSEX data we have predicted by using the proposed algorithm PSO-Gbest-NN is nearly accurate, that we have mentioned in this above tabulation with bold latter one. But our future work that we will do on this work with some advance on PSO or some other optimization technique like Evolutionary Algorithm, Differential Evolutionary Algorithm so that the error like 0.4369 or 0.3480 will be minimize or we will try to make these error to be zero.
